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Engage every customer before,
during, and after the purchase—
in real time, across every channel.

Sitecore Experience Commerce™
is the only natively integrated,
cloud-enabled software platform
that enables brands to fully
personalize the end-to-end
shopping experience—before,
during, and after the transaction.
It blends content, commerce,
and contextual intelligence in a
modern commerce platform built
on ASP.NET core—the very latest
Microsoft framework.

Commerce today isn’t
about the cart. It’s about
the customer.
In the past, you only needed to convert shoppers
into buyers with online catalogs, shipping
promotions, and clever ads. Now you must provide
a contextual, individualized experience to nurture
each customer from acquisition to transaction
and retention.
With Sitecore Experience Commerce, you can use
everything you know about your customers to deliver
contextual shopping experiences that transform
prospects into lifelong fans.
Sitecore Experience Commerce maintains an upto-date profile and cross-channel history for each
customer interacting with your brand. The resulting
customer experience reflects interactions across
every channel—online, mobile, stores, mail, kiosks,
and more.

Sitecore Experience Commerce
Connect commerce with the
customer experience
Sitecore Experience Commerce is a secure, enterprise-grade
commerce solution that delivers a personalized experience
throughout the customer lifecycle. A fully integrated
platform, it includes everything you need: easily modified
storefronts with drag-and-drop features for marketers; ability
to manage product information and inventory management;
customizable cart, checkout, and account creation; and
integration with ERP and other back-office systems.
Six key business tools in Sitecore Experience Commerce help
your teams drive successful commerce outcomes:

Customer management
Update and manage customer accounts and information.
You can:
■■

Search for individual customers

■■

Edit a customer’s account information and status

■■

■■

■■

Add tags to a customer’s information (similar to
product tags) as a flexible way to segregate groups
of customers
Track accounts so you can offer discounts or
promotions to select customer groups
Check addresses, customer orders, and entitlements

Order management
Catalog management
Create and manage “sellable” items in a catalog that can
represent physical products and entitlements. Sellable items
can be added to multiple catalogs, categories, and inventory
sets, and have multiple promotions applied. This allows you to:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Define a product with variations; for example, the
same shirt can have different colors
Create catalogs that display on your website in
different languages and currencies
Establish category hierarchies and relationships
among categories and products that are in the same
catalog or in different catalogs
Use the catalog migration tool to import catalogs
from any source

Capture and manage orders, including payment and
fulfillment options, RMAs and refunds, and preorders and
backorders. You’re able to:
■■
■■

■■
■■

■■
■■

■■

Inventory management

■■

Create and manage multiple inventory sets attached to one
or more storefronts. This enables you to:

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Track shipments
Get notified of inventory expiration or
thresholds reached
Facilitate online-to-offline experiences with site,
store, and distribution center inventory sets

View order details, grand totals, and payment totals
Support federated payments via Braintree
(PayPal) integration
Allow return merchandise authorization
List all entitlement products that are associated
with the order, including details and disabled/
canceled entitlements
Add new line items to pending orders
Permit the customer service representative to search
the catalog and add a product or variant
Edit or delete line items of an order
Select line items in complex orders and initiate
returns for that item
Act globally on orders to cancel, hold, release hold,
undo hold, cancel hold, and set fulfillment

Promotion management
Define, evaluate, and apply promotions to products with
defined levels of granularity. This enables you to:
Promote a product—or a collection of products—
flexibly with tags

Reserve inventory to bin. For example, allocate 100
sellable items to Store A and 40 to Store B

■■

Transfer inventory between inventory sets (aka
sellable items), such as between Store A and Store B

■■

Choose from 22 promotions out of the box

■■

Use promotion books to apply promotions flexibly

Associate Inventory information with different
sellable items
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■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■

Qualify promotions based on rules-based expressions
(for example, channel, date/time, catalog, shop,
customer order history) and apply multiple
qualifications to a promotion
Award a benefit to an item, via a shopping cart
level adjustment, or an entitlement or action on an
entitlement, or by adjusting the fee or by placing a
gift into a shopping cart
Qualify promotions using coupons, applied using
public coupons (e.g., multiuse, named coupons) or
privately (e.g., single use, single customer); allocate
to specific uses in batches (e.g., campaign mailings);
and export to CSV for external marketing
Process and present awards in a shopping cart in
real time
Calculate bulk promotions in real time
Retrieve possible promotions for an item to display
on a product detail page
Manage promotion authoring from a business tool,
through an OData service
Centralize promotions storage so that changes can
be implemented without the need to synchronize
data with other systems
Bring transparency to track and audit how a
promotion is derived

Pricing management
Create and manage pricing scenarios. This permits you to:
■■

View or add price books and details

■■

Set list or sell pricing by multiple currencies

■■

Base pricing on dates

■■

Establish pricing by quantity

■■

Improve price transparency

■■

Allow multiple purchase options

■■

Set tier- and tag-based pricing

The new SXA Storefront features drag-and-drop capabilities for 40+ components,
making it easy to change prices, products, and promotions without help from
IT developers.

Faster time to market with
Sitecore Experience Accelerator
(SXA) Storefront
®

Our fully supported SXA Storefront accelerates the
development and deployment of storefronts through Azure
Marketplace and on-premises. Our storefront includes 40+
commerce-specific components that can be dragged and
dropped onto a web page without requiring IT resources.
By enabling the concept of a co-build production, front-end
website design can happen at the same time as back-end
development work. This allows the content entry phase
to begin much earlier in the project lifecycle, ultimately
reducing the pressure on this task that typically occurs at
the end of most projects.

Learn more about how
Sitecore Experience Commerce
can contextualize your customer
experience at:
sitecore.com/products/sitecore-commerce

Sitecore is the global leader in experience management software that combines content management, commerce, and customer
insights. The Sitecore Experience Cloud™ empowers marketers to deliver personalized content in real time and at scale across every
channel—before, during, and after a sale. More than 5,200 brands—including American Express, Carnival Cruise Lines, Dow Chemical,
and L’Oréal—have trusted Sitecore to deliver the personalized interactions that delight audiences, build loyalty, and drive revenue.
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